
Turning Fusion Pen Blanks
Drilling
Since these Fusion blanks are made of two different materials of 
varying density, the drill bits tend to wander when drilling.  To 
counter this, we recommend using sharp brad point drill bits. 
If using standard drill bits, drill the blanks first with a small drill 
bit to serve as a pilot hole for the larger drill bit needed for the kit.  
Drill at 250–500 rpm backing the drill bit partially out of the hole 
every 1/2" or so to clear chips. When using larger bits, use a lower 
speed.

Note: Since Fusion blanks are comprised of two different 
materials that vary in density, the drill bit may tend to wander 
while drilling. For this reason, we recommend using a sharp, 
brad point bit when drilling. if using a standard twist drill 
bit, drill a small pilot hole through the blank first followed 
by the full size bit. Drilling should be done between 250 and 
500 rpm. Be sure to back the drill bit partially out of the hole 
frequently to clear the chips. Caution: be sure to use a sharp 
barrel trimmer with the blank clamped securely in place when 
trimming. A dull barrel trimmer or unsecured blank may 
result in a "catch" causing the plastic and wood to separate. If 
separation occurs, use CA glue to repair.

Scraping Only
Fusion pen blanks should be turned at the same speed you would 
use to turn a wood or acrylic pen blank. To reduce the likelihood 
of the material chipping while turning, we recommend using a 
scraper with a small bevel ground on the topside of the tool (see 
photo below). Having a short negative degree bevel above the 
cutting edge makes the tool less aggressive and easier to control 
than a standard scraper. You can modify an existing scraper by 
grinding a short 10-15 degree bevel on the top side of the tool 
(shown below). Scraping may also be done using a skew chisel flat 
on its side. Cutting should be done with the handle in a slightly 
raised position. Scrapers with this type of dual bevel grind also 
work extremely well on unusually hard wood and highly figured 
areas that are difficult to cut clean using traditional scrapers.

Note: These pen blanks may contain voids and may require that you 
fill them with CA glue before sanding.
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Finishing
Apply thin CA glue to the wood areas of the pen blank allowing 
the blank to soak up the CA glue and support and stiffen the wood 
fibers.  This will allow the wood and resin to sand evenly.  Sand the 
blank through 320 grit.  Sand the blank through 12,000 grit using 
the micro-mesh abrasives then apply your choice of finish such as 
a spray lacquer or friction polish.  

For best results follow our instructions for a CA finish.

CA Finish
1. Start off by turning your blank to its finished diameter and 

sand up to 320 grit sand paper with the lathe in rotation. Stop 
the lathe and continue sanding left to right with the same grit 
until your blank is scratch-free. This creates better adhesion 
for the CA.

2. After removing all of the dust from your blank and lathe, 
turn your lathe speed down to approximately 500 RPM. Get a 
finger-sized plastic bag and your thick (gap filling) CA ready. 
Most of the little plastic bags from your pen kit will work 
just fine. Place the bag on your finger. This is for smoothing 
out the CA from the bottom as it's applied from the top. The 
smoother you apply the CA the less sanding you'll have to do. 
This may take some practice. You can always sand away the 
CA and reapply.

3. With the lathe on, place the nozzle of the CA on the top of one 
end of the blank and your bag finger on the same end at the 
bottom. Apply a decent amount of CA across the top as you 
smooth it out with the bag on the bottom. This is done in one 
motion from one side to the other.

4. Spray a light mist of activator (or wait) to get the glue to 
harden a bit faster. Using the other side of the plastic bag (if 
it's clean), apply another coat of CA.

5. Now it is time to turn your lathe speed up to approximately 
1,800 RPM and sand your blank for a few seconds with 400 
grit. With your lathe off, sand left to right to remove all shiny 
spots, scratches, and pits in your finish (the pits look like 
white dots, they will come out.

6. This may take some time depending how smooth you applied 
the CA. Be careful not to sand away all of the CA. Once you 
are finished, remove all the dust from your blank.

7. You are now ready to wet sand. Soak your micro mesh in clean 
water, leaving out 1,800 and 3,200 grit. With your lathe on, 
grab your drenched 1500 grit and start sanding 2-3 seconds 
per grit in a circular motion, left to right, on the bottom of the 
blank.

8. Once your 12,000 grit has been applied and your blank is dry, 
then apply 20/20 plastic polish.  Now you have a very lustrous 
and attractive finish.

9. Removing the bushings from your blank isn't tricky at all. 
Remove the knurled nut from your mandrel and pull your 
blank off so one bushing is off the mandrel and the other is 
on. Wiggle up and down till you hear a snap or see that the 
bushing has freed itself from the blank. Do the same with the 
other side.
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